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Analysis of Trimble Mini-T GPS Receiver Introduction
This memo summarizes the function, capability, and I/O of the Trimble Mini-T GPS receiver (officially known as the Trimble Mini-T GPS Disciplined Clock Module; P/N 57303-05). The following analysis was performed primarily to develop an understanding of the I/O of the Mini-T so that the Mini-T could be integrated into a custom designed system. Details on how to write custom software or design hardware to communicate with the receiver are also provided, as well as a discussion on using an FPGA to communicate with the receiver. A list of all of the available commands used to transmit to the Mini-T, and their respective reports from the Mini-T, will not be given here since the Mini-T user manual [1] already contains these details.
Background on the Mini-T
The Mini-T is a GPS receiver capable of delivering information about the location of the receiver as well as the satellite signals. The user manual [1] , as well as Trimble's demo software to control the board, can be found at www.trimble.com. The demo software, DSP_Mon, does not come with any support and Trimble will not provide the source code.
The Mini-T uses a precision ovenized oscillator for "near-atomic" clock precision timing. The Mini-T compares a 1 pulse-per-second (PPS) derived from this oscillator to the 1 PPS from an onboard GPS receiver, and uses the GPS measurements to steer the oscillator. The oscillator will warm up within a few minutes after power-up. Once at least one satellite signal has been accessed (usually within a few seconds after power-up), the Mini-T will then begin to output a 1 PPS signal. The Mini-T then begins a selfsurvey mode using all available satellites to eventually acquire an overdetermined time reference.
The Mini-T uses a serial communication link to send and receive data. Trimble's demo software (DSP_Mon) is a PC executable file that runs on any modern version of Microsoft Windows. The demo software provides a simple GUI that allows the user to issue any of the commands listed in the user manual, including firmware changes, specific information requests, and changes to the default reporting practices of the Mini-T. The demo software GUI also allows the user to easily interpret the reporting from the Mini-T and notifies the user of any errors or alarm conditions present. More specific information, such as signal levels from all available satellites, can also be requested from the GUI and viewed in a pop-up window. 
Setting up and running the Mini-T
Details on setting up and running the Mini-T can be found in the Mini-T user manual [1] beginning on p. 13. Generally, this involves installing the demo software on a PC, connecting the serial port of the PC to the Mini-T, connecting the antenna to the Mini-T, and then just plugging in the Mini-T power cord. Running DSP_Mon now should produce the GUI shown in Fig.1 . Within a few seconds, the GUI should show the Mini-T looking for satellites as it warms up the oscillator. Once the oscillator is warmed, the self-survey progress will be displayed in the "GPS Status" window. Details about the receiver position and GPS time and date should be filled in shortly. All of the fields shown here in the main GUI (Fig. 1) are for display only and are not user adjustable, although the "Position" section and the "Temperature" field units can be changed by left-clicking on them.
DSP_Mon GUI inputs
All of the user inputs are accessed from the drop-down menus at the top left of the GUI (Fig. 1) . Various types of resets can be issued from the "Control" menu, including a firmware reset to set all the options back to factory defaults. All user options such as "Signal Level Mask" (to ignore satellites with a signal level below a specified threshold) can be changed through the "Setup" menu. The "Monitor" menu only provides an option to enable or disable auto polling. Additional displays and output data, such as the position and status of each satellite being tracked, can be accessed through the "View" menu. Packet details and raw measurements can also be found under the "View" menu. The "Help" menu only contains an "About" screen. Trimble may provide some basic assistance if any further help is needed using the GUI, but it is unlikely Trimble will provide any detailed help since DSP_Mon is unsupported software.
Communication status with the PC is depicted in the lower right of the GUI, which displays the COM port number, baud rate, and bit format if a COM port link is set up. If "No Com Port" is displayed here, right-click to verify that the Mini-T's COM port settings match the PC COM port settings. Either change the Mini-T port settings in the GUI or change the PC port settings so that the GUI and the PC are using identical COM port settings. The communication protocol can also be changed in the COM port settings window to either TSIP or NMEA . TSIP, which is Trimble's proprietary protocol, is recommended since NMEA does not allow full use of the Mini-T's features. This is noted and detailed in the Mini-T user manual.
If there is still no data shown in the GUI and the COM port is correctly set, it may be necessary to issue a hot or warm reset to the Mini-T (found under the "Control" menu). If no data appears after the reset, there is most likely a hardware problem, so contact Trimble for assistance at www.trimble.com/support.shtml.
As noted above, the Mini-T will not produce output on its 1 PPS port unless it has acquired at least one satellite signal. The Mini-T will most likely not be able to acquire any satellite signals while the antenna is indoors, even if the antenna is placed next to a large window. Therefore make sure that the antenna is properly mounted outdoors before even attempting to use the Mini-T. The optional starter kit that comes with the Mini-T includes a connector for J1 that connects to an AC power adapter and also has a breakout RS-232 connector that converts the onboard 3.3V CMOS data lines to RS-232 logic levels (+/-5 V).
Port J2 is the 10 MHz output from the on-board oscillator. The phase noise of the 10 MHz output was measured against a low phase noise signal generator using an Agilent E5500 measurement set, and the result is plotted in Figure 4 . Port J3 is the 1 PPS output locked to GPS time. This 1 PPS is CMOS level high for 10 s. A timing data packet is transmitted to the port J1 TXD line shortly after the PPS pulse to which it refers. The 1 PPS output is asynchronous to the timing data packet sent from the board, and furthermore the data packet is sent at an inconsistent time after the PPS goes high. This time lag was observed to be anywhere from 10 ms to 150 ms, but is typically between 50-80 ms. Port J4 is the antenna interface. The Mini-T and the Bullet antenna can use 50 or 75  cable. The input impedance of the Mini-T RF input and the Bullet antenna is 50 , but 75  cable can be used since (as the manual states) the impedance mismatch will only reflect 0.5 dB of attenuation at 1.5 GHz. RG-59 cable (75 ) comes with the starter kit and is recommended because it provides a better transmission for the 1.5 GHz GPS signal. where <DLE> is the byte 0x10, <ETX> is the byte 0x03, and <ID> is the packet identifier byte.
The packet identifier byte can have any value except <ETX> and <DLE>, but the board will not respond to unknown IDs (see the manual for all defined IDs). This is the format for every packet except in the case where the data byte <DLE> occurs in the data string, in which case another <DLE> is immediately added to avoid confusion. The data type can be 8-, 16-, or 32-bit signed or unsigned integer or single or double precision floats. The data type for each byte is defined in the manual under the detail about its respective packet ID, starting on p.38 of the manual. Figure 5 shows a graphic representation of the serial transmission/reception used by the Mini-T. More information about the serial transmission format can be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asynchronous_serial_communication. The Mini-T serial port settings can be customized for various baud rates, numbers of data bits, and numbers of parity bits. The inclusion of start bit and stop bit cannot be changed, so each 8 bits of data will actually take 10 bits (plus any parity bits) to communicate. The example shown in Figure 4 is known as 8N1, which means eight character bits, no parity bits, and 1 stop bit.
Figure 5. Asynchronous serial communication protocol example (8N1 shown)
Trimble's demo software, DSP_Mon, includes a handy log writer that can write all the transmitted and received data to a text file. The user can choose to write raw hex data received (including DLE or ETX bytes which flag the beginning and end of data strings), or a more user friendly log that identifies the packet ID, data length, and hex data content of each transmit and receive packet. Neither option logs the start, stop, or parity bits since these are considered part of the serial protocol and not part of the message.
By default, the Mini-T automatically reports only the primary and secondary timing packet every second. The firmware can be set to automatically output other packets such as signal levels or raw measurements (or no packets at all). The primary and secondary timing packet are very useful though, as they contain most of the information a passive listener would be interested in, such as time, position, GPS status, and system health.
For an example, the following primary timing packet was captured using the DSP_Mon raw data logger:
10 8F AB 00 00 00 01 04 00 00 00 0C 01 00 00 16 08 07 CF 10 03 DLE ID DATA DLE ETX
As noted above, the start, stop, and any parity bits used are not shown in the logger. A logic analyzer was also used to capture the serial data stream. The logic analyzer captured the following string showing more detail of the packet:
111 0 0000 1000 10 1111 0001 10 1101 0101 10 0000 0000 … 10 8F AB 00 start bit stop bit/start bit
Leading ones (line normally high when no packet is being sent)
The above example shows the most detailed form of the protocol, taken directly from the logic analyzer. This is the beginning of the primary timing packet again, but here the start and stop bits are visible. In this example the Mini-T was using 8N1 port settings, so there is no parity bit. The line is high until a message is sent, and goes back to high immediately after the last stop bit is transmitted. The bytes are sent LSB first. Although not seen here, the secondary timing packet is sent immediately following the primary timing packet. So if a user is listening to the line using the default reporting of only the primary and secondary timing packet, then the above sequence starting 10 8F AB is transmitted every second.
The default start up sequence was observed using DSP_Mon to log the transmitted and received packets. Upon power-up, the Mini-T transmits packet ID 45 which is the firmware version information. DSP_Mon then transmits packet ID 3F, and the Mini-T replies with packet 5F, both of which are undocumented packets. The Mini-T then transmits packet 8F-AB and 8F-AC (primary and secondary timing packets) every second.
A logic analyzer was also used to capture the start up sequence. The logic analyzer was set for asynchronous sampling of the Mini-T transmit line at a sampling period of 26 s (one quarter of the transmit period of the Mini-T while operating with a baud rate of 9600 bits/second). In this case, there were no packets sent to the Mini-T, so the analyzer was just passively listening to the Mini-T. The start up sequence was the same as above except the undocumented 5F packet was not present. Note that this is the default setting. In addition to the primary and secondary packets, the firmware can be programmed to automatically transmit some other packets of information.
It is possible to use Trimble's software, DSP_Mon, to send packets to the Mini-T. However, since source code for DSP_Mon is not provided, it will be necessary to write new interface software if DSP_Mon does not fit the desired application. This involves writing software that can read from and write to the serial port. A simple terminal program written in C# that can read from and write to the serial port under Windows was used for testing. The program only allows for keyboard input for transmit, but can be easily modified since the source code is available. The code could also be modified to decipher reports from the Mini-T and display them in a convenient manner for the user to view and/or send that data off for further processing. This code could also be ported to Linux (DSP_Mon operation was not tested under WINE, which is software that allows Windows programs to operate on Linux machines). To verify that the program was capable of communicating with the Mini-T, the program was used to view the Mini-T reports after powering on. The same start up sequence was observed as was captured by the logic analyzer (packet ID 45, then packet IDs 8F-AB and 8F-AC repeating). Furthermore, the program was used to transmit packet ID 3A to the Mini-T, which requests the last raw measurements of a specified satellite. The program transmitted the following string to the Mini-T:
10 3A 14 10 03 DLE ID DLE ETX DATA (requesting measurements from satellite 20, which is 0x14)
The Mini-T then responded with the expected response packet ID 5A, which included the raw measurement of 13.2 AMU for satellite 20. The terminal program was then closed and DSP_Mon was launched to confirm this value (both programs cannot share the port at the same time). DSP_Mon showed a slowly fluctuating raw measurement of around 14 AMU for satellite 20, which verifies the results from the C# program. This program provides a good base for using the serial port of a PC to communicate with the Mini-T. Communicating with the Mini-T without the use of a PC (building a circuit to directly handle the serial I/O) is discussed in the next section.
Using an FPGA to communicate with the Mini-T
Trimble is not aware of any vendors or customers that have created VHDL to allow an FPGA to communicate with the Mini-T. Programming an FPGA (or building a circuit) to handle the full read/write capabilities of the Mini-T would require code that stores the entire set of possible TSIP packet IDs and encodes/decodes all the data packets. One approach would be to use an FPGA with a processor core and a RS-232 interface core. This would make the RS-232 communication relatively easy, but the packet decoding and encoding algorithms would still have to be written.
Another approach would be to build the circuit to only listen for the automatic primary and secondary timing packets, which contain most of the primary user information. The receive line on the Mini-T could be wired to a port on the enclosure which would provide a way for the user to plug in a PC and make changes to the Mini-T firmware or request additional information from the Mini-T. Such interactions would most likely be very infrequent, so for typical users, there may not be much usefulness in devoting the time into programming an FPGA to handle writing capabilities. A highlevel block diagram of a proposed decoder is shown in Fig. 6 . Programming the FPGA to only listen to the automatic primary and secondary timing packets would greatly simplify the packet decoding process inside of the FPGA since the same packets are sent each time, contained in one long string. If no soft RS-232 interface core is used in the FPGA, a method to trigger the FPGA to start reading must be considered. The 1 PPS output from the Mini-T cannot easily be used as a trigger for the FPGA to start reading, since the time delay between the 1 PPS output and the start of the packet is inconsistent (more details on this in section 3.0). The FPGA would most likely have to be programmed to act like an asynchronous serial communication receiver, waiting for the line to drop low to signal the start of the message. The FPGA could then sample the line a fixed amount of times (since the primary and secondary packet always contain the same amount of bits) or until the <ETX> message is received. The speed of the FPGA sampling rate will not be an issue since any FPGA can easily handle the Mini-T's slowest baud rate of 9600 bits/second.
Conclusions
Trimble's Mini-T GPS receiver provides all of the expected GPS location information as well as some useful features such as a quality 10 MHz oscillator output and a 1 pulse-per-second output locked to GPS time. Trimble's proprietary communication protocol (TSIP) can be used to communicate with the Mini-T via a computer's serial port to provide extensive GPS data to the user. Trimble's demo software, DSP_Mon, allows a quick and easy method for viewing GPS data on a Windows-based PC. Experiments using a terminal program written in C# demonstrate how to write a more comprehensive program to access the Mini-T via the serial port and opens the possibility of data processing automation, as well as the possibility to communicate with the Mini-T in a Linux environment. Tests showed that it would not be overly complicated to hard-wire the Mini-T I/O into a larger system, such as using an FPGA to capture and process data from the Mini-T, if such a system were configured as read only. Another easy way to interface with the Mini-T would be through an FPGA that has a processor core and a RS-232 interface core.
